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NANOSTRING GeoMX® DIGITAL SPATIAL PROFILING 

(DSP) SERVICES 
 

Biomarker Discovery & Validation with Morphological Context 

Spatial Transcriptomics and GeoMx Digital Spatial Profiler (DSP)  

 

Each organ/tissue of a complex organism 

consists of diverse cell types that often 

interact in highly structured manners under 

distinct microenvironments. Such highly 

structured spatial heterogeneity enables the 

organism to function correctly and 

efficiently. To fully understand gene 

functions in a given cell type, one must study 

gene expression in the context of the 

location of the cells in the tissue.  

 

Spatial transcriptomics is a recently 

developed transformative technology that 

combines the strengths of the global 

transcriptional analysis of bulk RNAseq and 

In-situ hybridization, providing 

transcriptomics data in the context of spatial 

locations of the cells in situ. GeoMX Digital 

Spatial Profiler, a novel platform developed 

by NanoString, is based on nCounter® 

barcoding technology and enables spatially 

resolved, digital readout of up to 96 

proteins or RNA targets in a multiplexed 

assay. The assay relies upon antibody or 

RNA probes coupled to photocleavable 

oligonucleotide tags.  After hybridization of 

probes to slide-mounted tissue sections, the 

oligonucleotide tags are released from 

discrete regions of the tissue via UV 

exposure. Released tags are quantitated 

using a standard NanoString nCounter assay 

system, and counts are mapped back to 

tissue locations, yielding a spatially-resolved 

digital profile of analyte abundance. 
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GeoMX DSP ASSAYS FOR SPATIAL MULTIOMICS 

 

✓ GeoMx® Digital Spatial Profiler (DSP) 

combines standard immuno-

fluorescence and IHC techniques with 

digital optical barcoding technology to 

perform highly multiplexed and 

spatially resolved profiling 

experiments. 

✓ The ability to perform profiling 

experiments guided by tissue 

morphology increases the likelihood 

of capturing rare events often missed 

by bulk experiments. 

✓ Barcoding chemistry provides high-

plex profiling of RNA and protein 

targets, enabling deep 

characterization of the sample. 

✓ GeoMx Assays are pre-validated and 

modular to provide flexibility and 

support a range of research needs.  

 

Click the following image for a video: How DSP works 
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A SIMPLE WORKFLOW FOR COMPLEX ASSAYS

 

1. Slides are prepared and co-stained 

with fluorescent morphological 

markers and oligo-conjugated 

antibodies (protein assays) or oligo-

conjugated in situ hybridization (ISH) 

probes (RNA assays). 

2. Samples are then fluorescently imaged 

in the GeoMx DSP to visualize 

morphological markers allowing for 

region-of-interest (ROI) selection. 

3. Each ROI is collected individually by 

discretely illuminating UV light over a 

specific region that releases photo-

cleaved oligos, which are then aspirat-

ed and subsequently counted using a 

NanoString nCounter.  

4. Digital counts are mapped back to 

tissue location, yielding a spatially-

resolved gene/protein profile. 

 

ASSAY BENEFITS 
 

✓ GeoMx DSP provides morphological 

context in spatial transcriptomics and 

proteomics experiments from just one 

tissue slide.  

✓ The workflow seamlessly integrates 

with current histology or genomics 

workflows to swiftly obtain robust 
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and reproducible spatial multi-omic 

data. 

✓ Researchers can precisely select which 

tissue compartments or cell types to 

profile and subsequently count target 

protein and gene expression levels 

using the nCounter Analysis System. 

✓ DSP Data Analysis suite provides 

streamlined interactive analysis that 

moves raw count data to statistical 

analysis and visualization in minutes. 

✓ Significant patterns of expression 

across tissue morphology and 

potential gene signatures or disease 

biomarkers can be identified using 

statistical and cluster analysis. 

 

 

 

 

GeoMx DSP SPECIFICATIONS 

 

✓ Tissue sections: FFPE or fresh frozen 

✓ Multi-analyte detection: RNA and 

protein 

✓ Multiplexing capability: 96 targets  

✓ Imaging Resolution: > 1 cell 

✓ Quantitative: 6 logs dynamic range 

✓ Modular assay panels to fit all needs. 

✓ Flexible: custom morphological 

markers or probes can be designed 
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upon request tailored to each 

scientific question 

 

✓ Validated content covers immunology, 

immune-oncology, 

neurodegeneration, 

neuroinflammation and more. 

✓ Large inventory of expertly curated 

ready-to-use panels that can be mixed 

to create pathway- and disease-

themed panels; custom probes 

designed to any sequence 

 

 

 

 FEATURES OF DSP SERVICE FROM PICOIMMUNE  

✓ State-of-art platforms: GeoMx DSP, 

nCounter Prep Station and Analysis 

System 

✓ Rapid turn-around time that 

accelerates discoveries 

✓ Pathologist services available 

✓ Transparent workflow and interactive 

discussion for ROI selection 

✓ 30+ years of accumulated experience: 

expert data analysis and 

interpretation, high quality scientific 

and technical support 

✓ Flexible: we can quantify any 

gene/protein of interest. Targets of 

interest and assay layout are custom 

designed so we can deliver data from 

as few or as many samples/replicates 

as needed 

 

READY-TO-USE AND CUSTUMIZABLE PANELS 

 

GeoMx® RNA/Protein Panels for Immuno-Oncology 

 

✓ Designed with modular panels for flexible 

and comprehensive coverage of the 

tumor, tumor microenvironment, and 

tumor immune status.  

✓ Profile up to 96 curated RNA or protein 

targets with spatial resolution from a 

single tissue section using the DSP. 

✓ Curated content designed for immuno-

oncology research 

✓ Includes tumor and tumor 

microenvironment coverage plus the 

Tumor Inflammation Signature (TIS) 

✓ Pre-validated in multiplex format for use 

in human FFPE or fresh frozen tissue 

✓ Customizable with up to 10 additional 

targets of interest 
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GeoMx Protein Assays for Neuroscience 

 

✓ Designed to provide flexible and comprehensive coverage of key neural cell types and 

neurodegenerative disease pathology. With a modular design, profile up to 96 curated protein 

targets with spatial resolution from a single tissue section using the DSP. 
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COMMON READY-TO-USE PANELS AND DETAILS 

 

Panels for human RNA or proteins 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Human, RNA/protein panels Detailed description

GeoMx Immune Pathways Panel           

Human RNA for nCounter

RNA panel including 84 targets plus controls for human immune pathways and Tumor 

Inflammation Signature (TIS). Includes RNA probes.

GeoMx Immune Pathways Panel - Automated

Human RNA for nCounter

RNA panel including 84 targets plus controls for human immune pathways and Tumor 

Inflammation Signature (TIS). Includes RNA probes formulated for use with the Leica Autostainer.

GeoMx Immune Cell Profiling Panel

Human Protein Core for nCounter

Protein core including 18 targets for human immune cell profiling plus positive and negative 

controls. Includes AbMix and Probe R1 for 48 AOI per slide. Can be run as a stand alone panel.

GeoMx IO Drug Target Panel

Human Protein Module for nCounter

Protein module including 10 targets for human immuno-oncology drug targets. Includes AbMix 

and Probe R2 for 48 AOI per slide. Must be run with a protein core.

GeoMx Immune Activation Status Panel

Human Protein Module for nCounter

Protein module including 8 targets for human immune activation status. Includes AbMix and 

Probe R3 for 48 AOI per slide. Must be run with a protein core.

GeoMx Immune Cell Typing Panel

Human Protein Module for nCounter

Protein module including 7 targets for human immune cell typing. Includes AbMix and Probe R4 

for 48 AOI per slide. Must be run with a protein core.

GeoMx Pan-Tumor  Panel

Human Protein Module for nCounter

Protein module including 9 targets for human pan-tumor analysis. Includes AbMix and Probe R5 

for 48 AOI per slide. Must be run with a protein core.

GeoMx Cell Death Panel

Human Protein Module for nCounter

Protein module including 10 targets for human cell death. Includes AbMix and Probe R6 for 48 

AOI per slide. Must be run with a protein core.

GeoMx PI3K/AKT Signaling Panel

Human Protein Module for nCounter

Protein module including 9 targets for human PI3K/AKT signaling. Includes AbMix and Probe R7 

for 48 AOI per slide. Must be run with a protein core.

GeoMx MAPK Signaling Panel

Human Protein Module for nCounter

Protein module including 10 targets for human MAPK signaling. Includes AbMix and Probe R4 for 

48 AOI per slide. Must be run with a protein core.

GeoMx Neural Cell Profiling Panel

Human Protein Core for nCounter

Protein core including 20 targets for human neural cell profiling plus positive and negative 

controls. Includes AbMix and Probe R1 for 48 AOI per slide. Can be run as a stand alone panel. 

GeoMx Alzheimer's Pathology Panel

Human Protein Module for nCounter

Protein module including 10 targets for human AD pathology. Includes AbMix and Probe R2 for 

48 AOI per slide. Must be run with a protein core.

GeoMx Alzheimer's Pathology Extended Panel

Human Protein Module for nCounter

Protein module including 10 targets for human AD pathology. Includes AbMix and Probe R4 for 

48 AOI per slide. Must be run with a protein core.

GeoMx Parkinson's Pathology Panel

Human Protein Module for nCounter

Protein module including 10 targets for human PD pathology. Includes AbMix and Probe R3 for 

48 AOI per slide. Must be run with a protein core.

GeoMx Autophagy Panel

Human Protein Module for nCounter

Protein module including 10 targets for human autophagy. Includes AbMix and Probe R5 for 48 

AOI per slide. Must be run with a protein core.  

GeoMx Glial Cell Subtyping Panel

Human Protein Module for nCounter

Protein module including 10 targets for human glial cell subtyping. Includes AbMix and Probe R6 

for 48 AOI per slide. Must be run with a protein core. 
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Panels for mouse RNA or proteins 

 

 
 

  

Mouse, RNA/protein panels Detailed description

GeoMx Immune Cell Profiling Panel

Mouse Protein Core for nCounter

Protein core including 17 targets for mouse immune cell profiling plus positive and negative 

controls. Includes AbMix and Probe R1 for 48 AOI per slide. Can be run as a stand alone panel. 

GeoMx IO Drug Target Panel

Mouse Protein Module for nCounter

Protein module including 6 targets for mouse immuno-oncology drug targets. Includes AbMix and 

Probe R2 for 48 AOI per slide. Must be run with a protein core.

GeoMx Immune Activation Status Panel

Mouse Protein Module for nCounter

Protein module including 7 targets for mouse immune activation status. Includes AbMix and 

Probe R3 for 48 AOI per slide. Must be run with a protein core.

GeoMx Immune Cell Typing Panel

Mouse Protein Module for nCounter

Protein module including 8 targets for mouse immune cell typing. Includes AbMix and Probe R4 

for 48 AOI per slide. Must be run with a protein core.

GeoMx Pan-Tumor Panel

Mouse Protein Module for nCounter

Protein module including 9 targets for mouse pan-tumor analysis. Includes AbMix and Probe R5 

for 48 AOI per slide. Must be run with a protein core.

GeoMx Cell Death Panel

Mouse Protein Module for nCounter

Protein module including 10 targets for human cell death. Includes AbMix and Probe R6 for 48 

AOI per slide. Must be run with a protein core.

GeoMx PI3K/AKT Signaling Panel

Mouse Protein Module for nCounter

Protein module including 8 targets for human PI3K/AKT signaling. Includes AbMix and Probe R7 

for 48 AOI per slide. Must be run with a protein core.

GeoMx MAPK Signaling Panel

Mouse Protein Module for nCounter

Protein module including 10 targets for human MAPK signaling. Includes AbMix and Probe R4 for 

48 AOI per slide. Must be run with a protein core.

GeoMx Neural Cell Profiling Panel

Mouse Protein Core for nCounter

Protein core including 19 targets for mouse neural cell profiling plus positive and negative 

controls. Includes AbMix and Probe R1 for 48 AOI per slide. Can be run as a stand alone panel. 

GeoMx Alzheimer's Pathology Panel

Mouse Protein Module for nCounter

Protein module including 8 targets for mouse AD pathology. Includes AbMix and Probe R2 for 48 

AOI per slide. Must be run with a protein core.

GeoMx Alzheimer’s Pathology Extended Panel

Mouse Protein Module for nCounter

Protein module including 9 targets for mouse AD pathology. Includes AbMix and Probe R4 for 48 

AOI per slide. Must be run with a protein core.

GeoMx Parkinson's Pathology Panel

Mouse Protein Module for nCounter

Protein module including 9 targets for mouse PD pathology. Includes AbMix and Probe R3 for 48 

AOI per slide. Must be run with a protein core.

GeoMx Autophagy Panel

Mouse Protein Module for nCounter

Protein module including 10 targets for mouse autophagy. Includes AbMix and Probe R5 for 48 

AOI per slide. Must be run with a protein core.  

GeoMx Glial Cell Subtyping Panel

Mouse Protein Module for nCounter

Protein module including 10 targets for mouse glial cell subtyping. Includes AbMix and Probe R6 

for 48 AOI per slide. Must be run with a protein core. 
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